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Molecular Genetics



“Ape and man have 99 % of their 
genes in common.”

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Knoxville_zoo_-_chimpanzee_teeth.jpg



Objection 1: Similarity does not 
prove descent.

http://www.evolutionslehrbuch.info/bilder/10/ekl-10-10.php
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http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Swiss_cow.JPG by Christoph Michels

Roger Lewin, New Scientist 1998:
 
“The elephant shrew, consigned by traditional analysis to the order 
of insectivores ... is in fact more closely related to ... the true 
elephant. Cows are more closely related to dolphins than they are 
to horses. The duck-billed platypus ... is on equal evolutionary 
footing with ... kangaroos and koalas.“



N. A. Takahata, Annual Review of Ecology and Systematics 
1995: 

“Even wit DNA sequence data, we have no direct access to 
the process of evolution, so objective reconstruction of the 
vanished past can be achieved only by creative imagination.”



Objection 2: “Junk-DNA” (97 %) 
was not considered.

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:DNA-molecule3.jpg



New research: “Junk-DNA” is not junk.

Rachel Nowak, Science 1994: 

“Enough genes have already been uncovered in the genetic 
midden to show that what was once thought to be waste is 
definitely being transmitted into scientific code.”



Updated difference 
between ape and man

Cohen, Science 2007: 
Myth of 1 % difference

Chimpanzee Sequencing and Analysis Consortium 2005:
4 % difference

Hahn et al. 2006: 
6,4 % difference

Geschwind et al. 2006: 
Brain genes: 17,4 % difference



No proof for evolution found 

in molecular genetics. 



Embryology



The “Biogenetic Law”:

“Ontogeny recapitulates
Phylogeny”



 J. Huxley, The Wonderful World of Life; The Story of Evolution 
 p. 15 (1958):

“Embryology gives us the most striking proof of evolution. Many 
animals which are extremely different as adults are hard to tell 
apart as embryos. You yourself when you were a young embryo 
were very like the embryos of lizards, rabbits, chickens, dogfish, 
and other vertebrates. The only reasonable explanation is that we 
vertebrates are all related by common descent. … Even more 
extraordinary is the fact that we and all other land vertebrates show 
a fish-like plan of construction in early embryonic life, with a fish-
like heart, gill-slits, and pattern of blood-vessels. This only makes 
sense if we, as well as all other mammals, birds and reptiles, have 
gradually evolved from some kind of fish.”



Karl Rahner, Naturwissenschaft und Theologie 11, p. 86 (1970):

“I think that there are biological developments which are pre-
human, but these developments are still aimed in the direction of 
man. Why cannot these developments be transferred from 
phylogeny to ontogeny?”



"The evidence": 
Ernst Haeckel's Drawings



Scientific data

Michael Richardson et al, Anatomy and Embryology, 196(2):91–106, 1997
With friendly permission by Michael Richardson

e Domestic dog 
f Domestic sheep
g Scaly anteater 
h Rat
i Rabbit 
j Hedgehog 
k Human 
e–k ×10.:cgi&/



Scientific data

Michael Richardson et al, Anatomy and Embryology, 196(2):91–106, 1997

Cat Possum  

Chicken Saurian   Frog 

Ray SturgeonLamprey  

http://www.evolutionslehrbuch.info/bilder/11/ekl-11-12.php



Michael Richardson, The Times (London) 11 Aug. 1997:

“This is one of the worst cases of scientific fraud. It’s 
shocking to find that somebody one thought was a great 
scientist was deliberately misleading. … What he [Haeckel] 
did was to take a human embryo and copy it, pretending that 
the salamander and the pig and all the others looked the 
same at the same stage of development. They don’t … 
These are fakes.“
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C. Hickman et al., Integrated Principles of Zoology 2001:

“... the gill arches serve no respiratory function in either 
embryos or adults ...“

Gill slits?

Pharyngeal 
arches 



T. W. Sadler, Langman’s Medical Embryology 1995:

“Pharyngeal arches not only contribute to formation of the 
neck but also play an important role in formation of the face. 
At the end of the 4th week, the center of the face is formed 
by the stomodeum, surrounded by the first pair of pharyngeal 
arches..“



Walter J. Bock, Science 1969 (164):

"Moreover, the biogenetic law has become so deeply rooted 
in biological thought that it cannot be weeded out in spite of 
its having been demonstrated to be wrong by numerous 
subsequent scholars."



No proof for evolution found 

in embryology. 



 

Anatomy



Search for Proofs 
„100 vestigial organs in man“



Henry L. Bockus, Gastroenterology (2) 1976, p. 1134 - 1148:

"The appendix is not generally credited with significant function; 
however, current evidence tends to involve it in the immunologic 
mechanism."

Functions observed:



J. D. Ratcliff, Your Body and How it Works 1975, p. 137:

"… tonsillectomy is the most frequently performed piece of 
surgery. Doctors once thought tonsils were simply useless 
evolutionary leftovers and took them out thinking that it could do 
no harm. Today there is considerable evidence that there are 
more troubles in the upper respiratory tract after tonsil removal 
than before, and doctors generally agree that simple enlargement 
of tonsils is hardly an indication for surgery."

Functions observed:



Amelia Drake,  Tonsillectomy 1975
http://emedicine.medscape.com/article/872119-overview 
(accessed 3-10-09):

"In addition to producing lymphocytes, the tonsils are active in 
the synthesis of immunoglobulins."

Functions observed:



No proof for evolution found 

in anatomy. 



 

Paleontology
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„old“

„young“
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Assumption:
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Niels Eldredge, The Pattern of Evolution 1995:

“It is a simple ineluctable truth that virtually all members 
of a biota remain basically stable, with minor 
fluctuations, throughout their durations ... “



Richard Dawkins, New Scientist June 1981:

“... [N]o real evolutionist, whether gradualist or 
punctuationalist, uses the fossil record as evidence in 
favor of the theory of evolution.”



Charles Oxnard, The Order of Man 1984, p. 332:

“…the australopithecines known over the last several 
decades…are now irrevocably removed from a place in 
the evolution of human bipedalism, possibly from a 
place in a group any closer to humans than to African 
apes and certainly from any place in the direct human 
lineage. “



Lyle Watson, Science Digest 1982, V.90, p. 44:

“Modern apes seem to appear out of nowhere.  They 
have no yesterday, no fossil record.  And the true origin 
of modern humans... is, if we are to be honest with 
ourselves, an equally mysterious matter.” 



No proof for evolution found 

in paleontology. 
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How do sedimentary strata form?

1) The uniformitarian assumption:

“We can extrapolate from present day slow 
vertical deposition to the past.”

2) The scientific approach:

Experiments including a water current



Guy Berthault, Bull. Soc. Geol. France 1993:
Flume experiments in laboratory

www.sedimentology.fr
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How strata form













Guy Berthault, Bull. Soc. Geol. France 1993:
Flume experiments document rapid vertical strata formation

www.sedimentology.fr



Upright tree trunks document 
rapid strata formation

http://www.evolutionslehrbuch.info/teil-6.html



Guy Berthault, Lithology and Mineral Resources 2002:

“Successive observations and experiments show that 
Steno's stratigraphic model was not in line with 
experimental data, because it had 'overlooked' the major 
variable factor of sedimentology: the current and its 
chronological effects.“



Guy Berthault, Lithology and Mineral Resources 2002:

“The dating principles determined in the 17th century by 
Stenon, an anatomy professor of Copenhagen University 
(Molyakov et al., 1985), upon which the geological time-
scale is founded should be re-examined and 
supplemented.“



Conclusions on sedimentology:
● Rapid strata formation documented in experiment and nature.

● Rapid strata formation in nature supported by absence of 
irregularities and erosion between the interfaces where strata meet.

● The fossil record generally contains invertebrates in lower strata, 
then fish, amphibians, reptiles and mammals: To be expected if a 
worldwide flood poured successive waves of sediment into the sea. 
Invertebrates that live on the ocean floor would be buried first, then 
fish... The creatures would tend to be buried in the order of the 
elevation of their habitat and their degree of mobility.



 

Population Genetics
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reproducible observation.



Race formation is a 
reproducible observation.

Proof for theory of evolution?

“Evolution in action“?



A variable population





Inbreeding

Random loss 
of genes 



New races 
only by 
genetic drift

Growth 
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Effect of selection (natural or artificial)



Conclusions 1. Loss of variation which results from:

 Isolation. Fragment of a population does not have all its 
variability.

 Inbreeding. Small populations inbreed, homogenize, 
accidentally loose genes.

 Natural selection. Forms unsuited to a given environment 
do not survive, thus some of their genes get lost.

 Artificial selection. Breeder selects for types enhancing 
the presence of some features and genes responsible for 
them, while eliminating others.

 2. Loss of variation (genes) does not give new functions or 
organs.

 3. Therefore race formation is a process in the opposite 
direction to evolution (=> devolution).
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Resistance to Atrazine in Amaranthus hybridus L.

Amaranthus hybridus is a weed.

Herbicide Atrazine attaches to protein QB.  

Atrazine attaches to a segment of QB with serine.

In DNA, serine is coded by a AGT triplet.

Resistance to Atrazine in Amaranthus hybridus L.

How does a resistant 
mutation look like?
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Resistance to Atrazine in Amaranthus hybridus L.

Amaranthus hybridus is a weed.

Herbicide Atrazine attaches to protein QB.  

Atrazine attaches to a segment of QB with serine.

In DNA, serine is coded by a AGT triplet.

Single point mutation A --> G in DNA: GGT triplet for glycine.

Atrazine does not attach to the variant with glycine => resistance.

Information content in gene is not increased.

No new function produced but existing function defended.

Resistance to Atrazine in Amaranthus hybridus L.

How does a resistant 
mutation look like?

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Starr_040705-0048_Amaranthus_hybridus.jpg by Forest & Kim Starr



Maciej Giertych, A Scientific Critique of Evolution, 
La Sapienza University Rome 2009

"This in no way helps to support the theory of evolution.

Textbooks that speak of:
- race formation as an example of a small step in evolution,
- positive mutations giving new functions or organs,
- adaption to antibiotics or herbicides as examples of evolution

are misinforming!"



No proof for evolution found 

in population genetics. 
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Thermodynamics



How matter behaves
   Molecular particles move randomly (Brownian motion)

Permanent change of momentum and direction

Result: Disordered distribution in space
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 A measure for probability P: The entropy S

S = k·ln P 

  
  The 2nd law for any isolated system of matter:

  “A system will never change by itself into a significantly 
  less probable state, i.e. its entropy will never decrease 
  by more than a few k.“

Excludes formation of new organs
 by any physical process, e. g. evolution.



Theory of evolution:

“Disorder turns into order.“

2nd law of thermodynamics:

“Disorder can never turn into order.“



      Lieb and Yngvason, Physics Today 2000 (53)

     “No exception to the second law of thermodynamics
      has ever been found - not even a tiny one. 
      Like conservation of energy (the “first law“), the 
      existence of a law so precise and so independent 
      of models must have a logical foundation that is 
      independent of the fact that matter is composed of 
      interacting particles.“



Albert Einstein quoted in Asimav, Book of Science and 
Nature Quotations, p. 76

“[The 2nd Law] is the only physical theory of universal content 
which I am convinced. . . will never be overthrown”



The „Open Systems“ exceptions
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Open Systems:

Order is pre-programmed in molecules.



http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:DNA-molecule3.jpg

Biology:

Order is not pre-programmed in molecules.
=> Not producable by enery exchange.
=> No „open systems“ process.
=> Real violation of thermodynamics law.
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Biology:

Order is not pre-programmed in molecules.
=> Not producable by energy exchange.
=> Not an „open systems“ process.
=> Violation of thermodynamics.



Josef Holzschuh, A Scientific Critique of Evolution, 
La Sapienza University Rome 2009

"...[T]he Second Law of Thermodynamics poses an 
insurmountable scientific barrier to evolution"
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Anatomy
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2) The initial species still exists.
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Summary
● No Proofs for Evolution

● Molecular Genetics
● Embryology
● Anatomy
● Paleontology
● Population Genetics

● Proofs for Originality
● Thermodynamics
● Logic
● Anatomy



Evolution is scientifically impossible.
Species are original.
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